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ABSTRACT: Neutron reflectometry with in situ rheology is used to measure the shear
response of an adsorbed anionic surfactant (sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate, AOT) at
the alumina−water interface. A low surfactant concentration is measured where a single bilayer
adsorbs at the interface as well as a higher concentration where a multilamellar structure forms.
The low concentration structure does not change with the imposed shear (oscillatory or
steady). However, the lamellar phase shows a loss of structure under both steady and
oscillatory shear. There are differences between the steady and oscillatory cases, which are
discussed, with both showing a strong dependence on the strain amplitude.

■ INTRODUCTION

There are many applications where the flow of fluid against a
solid surface is important, such as flow in a pipe or with
lubricants. Organic molecules are often present in these systems
as they have been found to enhance the performance; this may
be by changing the flow itself (e.g., wetting behavior) or
through more indirect methods (e.g., corrosion inhibition). In
both cases it is interesting to determine what, if any, effect the
flow has on these adsorbed molecules. It is experimentally very
challenging to characterize these molecules and any changes at
the solid/liquid interface. Within this work, neutron reflec-
tometry (NR) is used as a probe of this buried interface to try
and improve understanding of how shear flow alters these
species on a molecular scale.
When a system is subject to an applied shear, the effects will

depend on the relative shear rates applied. For example, the
flow of fluid in a pipe occurs at a relatively low shear rate of 102

s−1, whereas shear of fluids in oil recovery occur at much slower
rates. In contrast, much higher rates, 106 s−1, are found in the
gap between the camshaft and follower of an engine. Within
this work, rates typical of pipe flow are considered. Methods to
access high shear rates are being developed.
The lubricating ability of a solution on a surface is generally

tested by comparing the coefficients of friction combined with
rheology to help understand the bulk changes. There is also
considerable evidence that shear flow can change bulk phase
behavior and particularly that orientational ordering is
affected.1−7 The usual interpretation of this behavior is that
the shear causes the surfactant to favor a phase which is not the
stable phase when quiescent. Generally, this change is found to
occur when the system is reasonably close to the phase
boundary.
While it is useful to understand the changes within the bulk

solution, it is also important to understand interfacial changes
which will help to fully explain the observed lubricating ability

of a system. These changes occur on a molecular level and
require different experimental methods. NR is used here as it is
sensitive to changes in composition of layers at interfaces on a
molecular scale. By using a rheometric cell, the effect of applied
shear on adsorbed surface layers at the solid−liquid interface
can be probed in situ.
A similar combination of rheology and NR has previously

been applied to a range of high concentration polymer systems
at the silicon−water interface and slip of hexadecane on silicon
by Wolff et al.8−10 as well as the adsorption of asphaltenes onto
hydrophobic Si by Corvs et al.11 A crystal of silicon was used as
the “plate” in a cone−plate rheometer setup, with the neutron
beam reflected up through this solid substrate to the solid−
liquid interface. This is schematically illustrated in Figure 1.
An alternative method for measuring the effect of shear at the

solid−liquid interface is to use a flow cell to produce laminar
flow (Poiseuille shear) adjacent to the solid surface of interest.
This has been successfully employed by Penfold et al.12 to
characterize a multilayer of nonionic surfactant at the Si−water
interface, which became more ordered on application of a shear
gradient above 104 s−1. Conversely, van der Grinten et al.13

found that polystyrene coated onto Si was partially removed by
a critical shear rate between 3300 and 1 × 104 s−1. These
observations suggest that different forces hold the surfactant
and polymer near the surface in these two systems. More
recently, a similar flow cell was used to simulate the effect of
“rinsing” in surfactant applications at the air−liquid interface,
with flow of a lower concentration through the bottom of the
cell.14 Additional studies have used a Poiseuille cell to measure
near-surface bulk behavior using grazing incidence small-angle
neutron scattering (GISANS), with NR for mixed surfactant
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systems, with some differences between the surface and
bulk.15−17

The effect of confinement on additives can also be
considered using surface forces apparatus (SFA), which has
been used to measure the resistive force between two surfaces
brought into contact. Because of the requirement for atomically
flat surfaces, there has been some limitation in the range of
experiments performed; however, Graca et al.18 have shown
how this can be expanded by grafting a polymer monolayer
onto each surface. Kuhl et al.19 have also developed the SFA
measurements to consider this confinement in situ with NR,
where they again consider the effects on grafted polymer
brushes. An alternative form of confinement cell has been
developed by Richardson et al. using an inflated diaphragm to
apply an even pressure and narrow solution gap with NR.20,21

These approaches provide complementary information to the
other shear studies.
In this work a combined rheometer and NR experiment is

used to monitor changes in an adsorbed surfactant at the solid−
liquid interface under shear. The system has been chosen to a
provide order over a range of length scales which may be
affected by different shear regimes: the surfactant sodium bis(2-
ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate (AOT) at the alumina−water
interface. The adsorption behavior under static conditions of
this system is reasonably well documented as well as the bulk
solution behavior. Hellsing et al. have reported that AOT forms
a 35 Å thick bilayer at the alumina−water interface at low
concentrations and multilamellar (100s of nm) structure at
higher concentrations (approximately 2 wt % or 50 mM) using
NR.22,23 The multilayers were identified through the presence
of two orders of Bragg peaks, caused by interference of the
scattering from these repeating layers. A similar surface bilayer
has been found at the Si−water and air−water interfaces, with
slight differences in thickness and separation.24−26 In a recent
review of multilayers at the air−water interface, Thomas and
Penfold describe how a swollen lamellar phase of AOT forms at
the interface with slightly smaller d-spacing than in the bulk
lamellar phase.24 Based on this characterization, essentially the
same phase is found in all the AOT multilayer literature
systems discussed.
The micellar and lamellar phases have also been well-

characterized in solution,25−28 with some additional experi-
ments carried out under shear for the higher AOT
concentrations. One study reports viscoelastic behavior, with
shear thickening and possible multilamellar vesicles (MLVs)

forming at concentrations 3 < wt % < 18.5.29 Higher
concentrations still showed a weak gel, which was disrupted
by addition of NaCl.30,31 Bergenholtz and Wagner considered
the kinetics of MLV formation at 17 wt % AOT in brine and
found differences under controlled stress versus controlled
strain.3 At 7 wt % AOT concentration, Leon et al.5 found
varying planar and MLV phases as the NaCl concentration was
varied under shear. Clearly the effect of shear on bulk lamellar
surfactant phases is quite complex, but phase changes can be
identified by large changes in the viscosity of the solution. This
can be helpful in providing context for changes at the solid−
liquid interface.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate (AOT), NaCl, and D2O were
all obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used as supplied. All H2O was
prepared from a Millipore system with a conductivity of 18.2 MΩ·cm.
Solutions of 2.5 mM (CMC) or 50 mM AOT were made up by mass
in H2O and D2O as required. The alumina single crystals (sapphire
(0001)) for the NR measurements were purchased from PiKem and
polished by the supplier to a very low surface roughness, quoted as ≤5
Å roughness (RMS) (70 × 70 × 15 mm). These were cleaned with a
mild piranha solution (5:4:1 H2O:H2SO4:H2O2) for 15 min at
approximately 80 °C and dried with N2, before a UV/ozone treatment,
as previously used.32

Neutron Reflectometry (NR). NR is a powerful tool for
measuring the composition of material at buried interfaces, particularly
in layers perpendicular to a surface or interface (e.g., solid−liquid
interface). The neutron beam can penetrate through some solid
materials (Al2O3 in this case) and is either reflected or refracted at
each interface, depending on the wavelength, incident angle, and
difference in refractive indices of the materials either side of the
interface. This leads to constructive and destructive interference in the
reflected signal (Kiessig fringes). The theoretical details can be found
elsewhere.33−35 In this study, NR is used to measure the interference
between bulk Al2O3 and water as well as the adsorbed surfactant AOT
at the interface. D2O is used as the bulk water phase as it has a similar
scattering length density (related to refractive index) to Al2O3, but
very different than AOT. Therefore, this maximizes the contrast and
hence sensitivity to the AOT in the system. When there is a structure
of repeating layers, Bragg peaks will also appear in the reflected signal.
In this case, these are observed from the repeating bilayers of AOT.23

In this paper, the NR measurements were carried out at the ILL
neutron source on the FIGARO beamline.36 A rheometer was placed
on the sample stage, and the neutron beam reflected up through the
solid substrate to the solid−liquid interface (see schematic in Figure
1). Each incident angle provides a range of neutron wavelengths and
therefore a range of momentum transfer, Qz (= 4π/λ sin θ). Two
incident angles of 0.375° and 1.8° were used to generate the full
reflectivity profile. To observe the changes in scattering with time
under shear, only the higher angle was used due to the location of the
Bragg peaks in this Q range. A resolution of 7% was used for the lower
concentration measurements and improved to 5% for the Bragg peak
measurements. The sample stage was kept close to horizontal during
the measurements by using a supermirror to alter the incoming beam
angle to 0.617° and 1.4° for the two incident angles. The footprint was
kept at 35 × 35 mm and centered beneath the cone: smaller than the
50 mm diameter circle under the rheometer cone. GISANS
measurements were also taken on the same instrument by altering
the beam collimation, with a footprint of 7 × 45 mm.

The data were reduced in the usual way using the COSMOS
program within LAMP.37 The background was subtracted using
adjacent pixels on the 2D detector away from any off-specular
scattering. The data were fitted using LAMP and Rascal (A. Hughes,
ISIS). The GISANS images were reduced using an IDL procedure
provided by Erik Watkins (Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA),
which was also used to convert the detector images to Q-space when
considering changes in off-specular scattering.

Figure 1. Illustration of the rheometric cone/plate geometry, with the
incident and reflected neutron beams. The cone angle has been greatly
exaggerated.
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Rheology. An Anton Paar MCR501 Physica rheometer was used
with a Ti cone attachment, of angle 1.0° and central gap size 0.097
mm, and a diameter of 50 mm. The alumina crystal was clamped in
place on the bottom plate of the rheometer. A solvent trap was used to
try and minimize evaporation/H−D exchange during the measure-
ments. The sample stage was set to a constant temperature of 12 °C,
which was monitored with a thermocouple between the crystal and
aluminum mount. The measured sample temperature averaged 18 °C
throughout the experiment.
Initial measurements of the high concentration AOT showed a very

slight shear alignment at 0.01 s−1. Therefore, this preshear was applied
to all high concentration measurements outlined here to provide a
constant sample history. Shear rates up to 5 s−1 and 1000% at 10 Hz
were applied until no change was observed in the reflectivity
(approximately 1 h).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Neutron Data (Low Concentration Surfactant). NR

measurements were taken for 2.5 mM AOT solution on
alumina from D2O under static conditions. A large fringe was
observed in the data compared to the bare Al2O3−D2O
interface (Figure 2), corresponding to an adsorbed layer of

AOT at the interface. The data are fitted to a model consisting
of a symmetric head−tail−tail−head bilayer, with fittable
parameters for the projected area per molecule (APM) and
water molecules per head. These parameters then provide the
scattering length density (SLD) profile, using known volumes
for the head and tail portions of the molecule and conserving
the head:tail ratio. The variation in SLD essentially provides the
changes in composition away from the interface and is given by
the sum of the neutron scattering lengths from all atoms within
a unit cell divided by the volume of that unit cell. The structural
parameters of Hellsing et al.22 are used and show a good
agreement, indicating that the previously reported bilayer has
been recreated in this work. This corresponds to an APM of 57
Å2 and 12 water molecules per headgroup, yielding a total
thickness of 37 Å.
A slightly low SLD for D2O of 6.2 × 10−6 Å−2 was required

to fit the critical edge, corresponding to a small amount
(approximately 2 vol %) of H/D exchange of the D2O in this
relatively open sample setup. The same sample was measured
repeatedly with time, and the low Q region showed a small shift
in the critical edge (Qz below which complete external
reflection is observed) consistent with this exchange. This is
just observed at the low Q limit in Figure 2. Because of the
relative SLDs within this system, the critical edge is particularly

sensitive to these small changes. It was not possible to stop this
small level of exchange within this setup, despite significant
efforts to prevent this. The rest of the reflectivity curve is not
significantly affected over the experimental time scales.
Having established the static structure, the behavior of the

adsorbed bilayer under steady and dynamic shear was
determined. Figure 2 shows the reflectivity curves for the
surfactant in D2O increasing steady shear rates from 0.5 to 500
s−1. The only significant change occurs at low Q, near the
critical edge, consistent with the H/D exchange discussed
above. Therefore, we conclude that shear rates up to 500 s−1

have no effect on the adsorbed AOT bilayer at the alumina−
water interface at 2.5 mM.
The same result was found for applied oscillatory shear up to

200% at 100 Hz. We therefore conclude that oscillatory shear
does not affect the surfactant bilayer structure under these shear
conditions.
These experimental results are significant as they contradict

some “folklore” that flow in pipes can disrupt protective
additive layers. These results show that either the layer is
completely unaffected or any removed surfactant is replenished
on the experimental time scale. This may be due to a stationary
layer of fluid near the surface under this shear (boundary layer)
or because the attractive adsorption forces are stronger than the
shear forces. NR is particularly sensitive to changes in the layer
thickness, which would identify changes in the tilt of molecules
within the bilayer. Given that no change was observed, this
suggests that the surface layer does not move at all (i.e., there is
laminar flow, with a stationary boundary layer at least 37 Å
thick, bilayer thickness).
We now describe similar experiments at a higher

concentration of AOT, which shows longer range ordering
from the surface and may be more susceptible to imposed
shear.

Neutron Data (High Concentration Data). Interpreting
the Changes under Shear. Figure 3 shows an example set of
reflectivity curves for 50 mM AOT adsorbed on Al2O3 under a
constant shear rate of 1 s−1 over time. Two Bragg peaks are
present within the measured Q-range at approximately 0.03 and
0.06 Å−1. This is attributed to the formation of a number of
surfactant bilayers aligned parallel to the sapphire surface. The
surfactant layer spacing can be calculated from the d-spacing of

Figure 2. Reflectivity curves of 2.5 mM AOT in D2O on alumina
under increasing steady shear rates from 0.5 to 500 s−1. The bare
D2O−Al2O3 curve is shown for comparison (purple). The drop in
critical edge is due to H−D exchange.

Figure 3. A series of reflectivity profiles measured at the higher angle
of 1.8° under and applied steady shear rate of 1 s−1, with 50 mM AOT
at the alumina−D2O interface. The data sets were measured in 5 min
intervals. Inset shows a typical Gaussian fit (line) to the experimental
data (crosses).
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the Bragg peaks giving a spacing of 209 Å, in good agreement
with previous literature.22,23,25,26,38 This corresponds to the
total thickness of the surfactant bilayer (∼37 Å) and a water
spacer layer (∼172 Å) between.
Under static conditions these features remain indefinitely,

but the two Bragg peaks show a reduction in intensity under
shear. Each data set was recorded for 5 min to allow sufficient
quality data to resolve the peaks, but the data between the
peaks remains noisy. As the system is constantly changing, each
run shows the average reflectivity from the structure over the 5
min period. As both of these peaks occur in data collected at a
single reflection angle, measurements at this single reflection
angle alone have been used to probe the structural variations
over time.
The changes with time at fixed shear rate can be

characterized as follows: there is a reduction in the peak
intensity and possibly an increase in the peak width. After
approximately 40 min the peaks were lost completely. A longer
neutron measurement (with applied shear) for improved
statistics showed no change to the large Kiessig fringe from
the first AOT bilayer adsorbed to the alumina surface when
compared to the static measurement. Hence, the applied shear
has removed the ordered multilayers at the surface leaving the
single adsorbed bilayer found at the CMC. This loss of
multilayer adsorption is consistent with the suggestion of
Thomas and Penfold that the AOT multilayers formed at the
air−water interface adsorb relatively weakly.24 At this
concentration the bulk phase contains lamellar crystallites,
which become ordered in the vicinity of the surface. This is
partially due to the “templating” of the crystallites by the initial
surface bilayer adsorbed onto the alumina surface. However,
this concentration is relatively close to the boundary with the
micellar phase in the bulk phase diagram, which facilitates the
breakdown of the multilayer ordering near the surface, as per
the discussions of Thomas and Penfold.24

Interpretation of the Bragg Scattering. It is found that
Bragg peaks within the reflectivity data change under applied
shear. The Bragg peaks fall within the Kiessig fringe from the
AOT bilayer at the surface, which creates a nonlinear baseline
to the peak. To simplify the fitting process and minimize the
number of model parameters, the scattering is considered as the
sum of the surface scattering (solid−liquid interface and
adsorbed AOT bilayer) and scattering from the multilayers
(Bragg peaks). Therefore, the reflectivity of the “final” state,

where only the scattering from the surface bilayer remains, can
be used as a background and subtracted. The resultant curve
consists of only the Bragg peaks with a simple linear
background. This follows a similar argument to that used by
Hellsing et al.23 and Penfold et al.39 In this work we adopt an
analysis based on the peak heights and widths of each peak
separately as the patterns change under shear. These
parameters are not expected to be greatly dependent on the
approaches used to remove a background contribution.
The “final” state of the 1 s−1 experiment was used as

background. This was particularly important for the oscillatory
shear samples for which the peaks were not fully lost. The use
of other “final state” steady shear runs produced essentially the
same result.
The first Bragg peak has a much greater intensity and occurs

further away from the background scattering level than the
Bragg peak at higher Q, making it the most suitable peak for
quantitative analysis. The resultant peaks were then fitted to a
standard Gaussian distribution, with a typical fit shown in
Figure 3. In each case this peak was fitted over a Q-range of
0.02−0.04 Å−1. Analysis with a pseudo-Voigt distribution also
provided a good fit to the peaks, with the same overall trends
observed.
The widths of the diffraction peaks can have a number of

origins which mainly include the instrumental resolution, finite
size effects (from a limited number of bilayers in the stack), and
paracrystalline/strain structural distortions in the interbilayer
distances. If we assume the broadening is from a purely finite
size origin, we can use the Scherrer equation, to estimate the
number of ordered layers at the interface from the peak width
(after an allowance for the experimental resolution). Using this
model, the presheared sample has approximately 20 ordered
bilayers at the interface, which compares well to that of Hellsing
et al.23

We have also considered a “Williamson−Hull” plot where
the broadening of peaks (after subtraction of the experimental
resolution) of different order (001), (002), (003), etc., can be
used to deduce the relative contributions of finite size and
positional disorder between the layers. This analysis might
suggest that there is a significant component of paracrystalline
distortion in the bilayer stacks. However, in this work we
cannot confidently confirm the origin of the peak broadening in
this way. There are only two peaks, one of which is relatively
low in intensity and the extent of broadening above the

Figure 4. Example variations in Bragg peak height (red cross) and fwhm (blue plus) for samples under steady shear of (a) 0.5 s−1 and (b) 1 s−1. Each
data point is determined from a single run and plotted at the time corresponding to its end.
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experimental resolution is modest. Hence, our analysis focuses
on the changes of the peak width of the most intense peak only
and, although attributed to finite size effects, may well have a
significant or dominant contribution from paracrystalline
distortion. It is the change in peak intensity that is most
dramatic.
In each case, the height of the Bragg peak decreased with

time accompanied by a slight increase in width, while the peak
position remained constant. The peak height/intensity is a
complex function of the contrasts, hydration, and number of
layers. The peak center defines the repeat distance. Therefore,
these changes indicate that the number of layers in the
multilayer decreases slightly under applied shear but the
structure/repeat distance of the remaining layers stays the
same. These variations will now be considered in more detail
over a range of shear conditions.
Steady Shear. Steady shear measurements were made at

0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.5, 1, 2, and 5 s−1 as a series of 5 min neutron
runs. For the lowest three shear rates, no change in structure
was observed after 40 min and within the experimental error.
However, for shear rates above 0.05 s−1, a steady drop in the
Bragg peak intensity was observed, with complete loss of

intensity after a characteristic time. Figure 3 shows an example
of the changes in the reflectivity, and Figures 4a and 4b show an
example of the variation in peak heights and widths with time
for shear rates of 0.5 and 1 s−1, respectively. A steady decay in
the peak height can be seen in the figure until the peak can no
longer be discerned. This suggests that the amount of this
phase/structure is decreasing and essentially disappears: either
as a lower fraction across the surface or as a reduction in the
number of multilayers. The decrease in height is accompanied
by a small increase in the peak width with time. As the peak
disappears, the error in the fitted width becomes very large but
clearly represents a small broadening. This suggests the loss in
peak intensity may be coupled to a reduction in the number of
layers or a loss of structural correlations between the layers.
There is no significant change in the peak position as the
intensity drops, suggesting that the spacing between layers does
not change and that the layers are removed steadily possibly
with some component of a delamination type process, but more
significantly a reduction in the total amount of lamellar phase
present at the surface. Similar trends in the scattering were
found at 2 and 5 s−1.

Figure 5. (a) Summary of the normalized Bragg peak fwhm with time for the different applied steady shear rates. Black = 0.5 s−1, red = 1 s−1, blue =
2 s−1, pink = 2 s−1 (repeat), green = 5 s−1. Lines are a guide to the eye. (b) Summary of the Bragg peak height with completed rotations at each
steady shear rate. The heights have been normalized to the preshear value. Red = 0.5 s−1, blue = 1 s−1, black = 2 s−1, green = 2 s−1 (repeat), pink = 5
s−1. The lines are a guide to the eye, and the 5 s−1 shows a dashed expected trend given the lack of measured points.

Figure 6. Summary of the height variation within the Bragg peak under oscillatory shear amplitudes of 500% and 1000%, with varying frequency. (a)
Black cross = 1 Hz; orange triangle = 2 Hz; blue plus = 5 Hz; red plus = 10 Hz; light blue triangle = 20 Hz. (b) Green cross = 1 Hz; blue plus = 5
Hz; red cross = 10 Hz. Each data set is normalized to the preshear peak height.
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Figure 5a shows the variation in the fwhm for each shear rate
normalized to the preshear value. While shearing, the initial loss
of structure appears to follow a similar trend for all steady shear
rates. This loss appears to be initially quite slow, followed by
rapid loss of the remaining order in each case at a
“characteristic” time. At this point the peak widths can no
longer be accurately fitted as they have become so broad and
shallow. This common initial loss suggests that the long-range
order is removed by a common mechanism, with the
“characteristic” time decreasing as the shear rate increases.
To further compare the different shear rates, the variation in

peak height was considered as a function of the effective
distance traveled by the disc (the applied strain). The data are
shown in Figure 5b and show a dramatic drop in peak height,
with the Bragg peak indistinguishable from the bilayer
scattering at a similar applied strain amplitude. This strain is
approximately five rotations or a strain amplitude (shear rate ×
time) of approximately 1800. This is a relatively high strain
amplitude but is comparable to the values observed for MLV
formation at higher surfactant and/or salt concentrations for
AOT3 and other surfactant mixtures.40

Oscillatory Shear. For the dynamic shear experiments two
strain amplitudes were used (500% and 1000%) over a range of
frequencies from 1 to 20 Hz. These measurements follow the
same procedure as for the steady shear experiments.
The lowest shear rates of 1 and 2 Hz at 500% showed no loss

in the peak intensity, with possibly a small increase in intensity
(shear ordering). However, significant changes in the scattering
were observed at frequencies above 5 Hz, suggesting there is a
critical value for structural change between 2 and 5 Hz at 500%.
Figure 6 shows the variation in normalized peak height with
time for each of the applied shear conditions. It can be seen
that applying an oscillatory shear produced a drop in the Bragg
peak intensity to a new equilibrium structure, represented by a
plateau in the peak intensity, rather than a complete loss of the
feature. This contrasts with the steady shear results and
suggests that a critical strain is needed for complete removal.
The figure also shows that the peak height falls more quickly
and to a lower plateau value as the frequency of oscillation or
the amplitude is increased. The Bragg peak was not completely
removed under any of the applied oscillatory conditions, which
suggests differences in how the system is affected by steady and
oscillatory shear.
A couple of shear ramps were also completed. Once the

500%, 5 Hz data had reached a plateau, 10 and 20 Hz were then
applied in turn; and when the 500%, 10 Hz measurement had
equilibrated, 50 and 100 Hz were applied. An additional loss of
intensity was observed between the 5 and 10 Hz measurements
as well as a small loss between the 10 and 50 Hz; however,
these plateaued to a slightly lower peak height than for the
individual measurement. The higher frequencies did not appear
to have a significant effect. This is in reasonable agreement with
the individual changes shown in Figure 6a and suggests that the
trends in loss are not strongly dependent on shear history.
Figure 7 shows the variation in the peak fwhm normalized to

the preshear value for each oscillatory shear condition. In each
case there appears to be a rise in this width followed by a
plateau value, as for the peak height. In each case, the center
position of the Bragg peak is constant.
Comparison of Steady vs Dynamic Shear. In summary, it

was found that an applied steady shear of 0.5 s−1 or higher
completely removed the long-range order in an AOT multilayer
after a characteristic period of time (i.e., complete loss of the

multilayer structure to leave only the surface bilayer). Below
0.05 s−1 no change of structure was observed on the
experimental time scale. The characteristic time was dependent
on the shear rate applieda reflection of the particular strain
amplitude.
The oscillatory shear also showed a loss in long-range order,

but interestingly only to another equilibrium structure. The
final value of the intensity was dependent on the shear rate
applied, in contrast to steady shear for which the initial loss
appeared to be independent of the applied shear rate. Again
there is some evidence of line broadening which may suggest a
delamination mechanism or increased paracrystalline distortion
in both cases. Within these studies, amplitudes of 500 and
1000% were used for the dynamic measurements. These both
fall below the critical strain amplitude of 1800, which was
estimated from the steady shear data and may help explain the
observed differences. If a higher amplitude was applied during
the dynamic measurements, the Bragg peaks may have also
been completely lost.
These differences can also be considered in regards to the

motion of the fluid. The transition between laminar and
turbulent flow, as well as the thickness of any stationary
boundary layer, is dependent on the ratio of the inertial to
viscous forces and so varies with fluid velocity (Reynold’s
number). During a steady shear experiment a constant velocity
is applied throughout, whereas the velocity will vary sinus-
oidally during a dynamic shear experiment. This means that, on
average, during a dynamic experiment the Reynold’s number
will be smaller. This also may help explain the observed
increased stability of the multilayer under dynamic shear.

Loading the Sample. During the experiment, it was
observed that the method of loading the sample was important
in producing repeatable multilayers. Therefore, the method was
kept consistent throughout all the experiments presented
within this paper, including the volume of liquid used, height
the cone was lowered from, and the speed of the cone when
lowered into place. As an extreme comparison, the sample well
was overfilled and the cone lowered into place through this
liquid (compared to only adding a small volume under the
cone). In this case, only small Bragg peaks were observed

Figure 7. Variation in the normalized peak width under oscillatory
shear. For the 500% amplitude: black cross = 1 Hz; orange triangle = 2
Hz; blue plus = 5 Hz; red plus = 10 Hz; light blue triangle = 20 Hz.
For the 1000% amplitude: gray filled triangle = 1 Hz; pink filled square
= 5 Hz; green filled circle = 10 Hz.
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within the reflectivity, which occurred at a slightly higher Q.
This indicates a decrease in the spacing between layers. It is
hypothesized that the “squeezing” as the cone is lowered
induces a stress within the liquid parallel to the surface, as it
wets the alumina substrate, which enhances the lamellar
ordering at the surface. If the cell is already full then, the
surfactant solution already covers the alumina surface and is
bound by the solid walls of the O-ring. In this case the stress
parallel to the surface is not large enough to induce the same
ordering as the surface is already in contact with the lamellar
phase.
In-Plane Behavior. In addition to the specular reflectivity

observations, some further information about the multilayers
can be obtained by considering the off-specular scattering. Off-
specular scatter indicates that there is correlation of scattering
events within the sample plane from structural order in these
directions (Qx and Qy). In the data here, significant off-specular
scattering was found around each Bragg peak, as shown in
Figures 8a,b, which is consistent with previous observations for
lamellar surfactant systems and is generally assigned to
correlated thermal undulations of the multilayers.23−26,38

In this present work, when shear was applied, the intensity of
this off-specular scatter was found to fall. The off-specular
intensity appears to be lost at a slightly quicker rate than the
specular Bragg peak, which may suggest that the lamellar sheets
are broken up or “flattened” during the shearing process, i.e.,
causing more rapid loss in the correlated undulations than the
peak intensity.
Two GISANS measurements were taken before and after

applying a steady shear of 2 s−1, at a glancing angle of 1.4° and
wavelength band of 2−20 Å, with the data shown in Figures
8c,d. GISANS probes structure within the first 10 μm of the
solution from the surface and provides additional information
about in-plane ordering. Figure 8c shows a weak powder
pattern about each intense Bragg peak, which indicates an
isotropic arrangement of domains within the plane with some
preferential orientation parallel to the interface. This is
consistent with thermal undulations which would be expected
to occur in all directions within the plane. After applying a shear
rate of 2 s−1 the order within the GISANS measurement was
lost (Figure 8d), with a broadening of the peaks and some
possible damping of the bilayer oscillations, in agreement with
the specular and off-specular Bragg peak observations.

The combination of Bragg peaks and powder pattern
suggests a preferential ordering of lamellar layers very close
to the surface, which become randomly orientated a couple of
micrometers into the bulk. (Both surface and near-surface
contributions are included in these measurements.) This is
consistent with both the previously reported lamellae at the
surface and the crystallites of lamellar phase formed in bulk
solution.

■ CONCLUSION

The behavior of an anionic surfactant under applied shear at the
solid−liquid interface has been measured at two concen-
trations: around the cmc (2.5 mM) and just into the lamellar
phase (50 mM). The low concentration forms a bilayer at the
interface, which is not altered by the applied steady or dynamic
shear. This indicates that adsorbed layers of around 37 Å are
not altered by typical pipe-flow regimes. These shear rates fall
within the hydrodynamic region of the Stribeck curve, where
loads are relatively low and adsorbed layers can form on the
surfaces. These layers are suggested to effectively move the
shear plane away from the solid surface, providing some
lubrication. For a bilayer this may be to the outer face or to the
middle of the tail region. At much higher loads (boundary
regime) the solid surfaces start to come into contact (tribology
and contact asperities) and lubrication breaks down, which is
beyond the scope of this current work.
The higher concentration surfactant solution forms multi-

layers which align on the surface and propagate out into the
solution and which are lost under applied shear (above a critical
rate). Under steady shear the multilayers are lost completely,
whereas under dynamic shear a new equilibrium structure with
either fewer repeating layers or more paracrystalline structural
disorder is observed. This new structure is dependent on both
the frequency and amplitude of the applied oscillation. In both
cases the surface bilayer is not lost. By considering off-specular
scattering, the in-plane correlations are also lost, with no MLVs
forming close to the interface. When combined with the
rheology and visible observations, this suggests that the bulk
lamellar phase is no longer stable at these shear rates (above
0.05 s−1 or 500%, 2 Hz) at 50 mM AOT, which is relatively
close to the micellar-phase boundary.
The point of loss is found to be dependent on the strain

amplitude under steady shear. This is similar to the critical
strain previously observed for MLV formation (at higher AOT/

Figure 8. Off-specular scattering data: (a) QxQz map of NR data before shear; (b) QxQz map of NR data after shear; (c) QyQz map of GISANS data
before shear; (d) QyQz map of GISANS data after shear.
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NaCl concentrations). This could suggest there is a similar
effect on the lamellar stability here, but there is insufficient
surfactant (or charge screening) to form MLVs at this lower
concentration, water-continuous part of the lamellar region of
the phase diagram.
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